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Great reserve for parents who experience lost or have questions so far as it goes for raising a
Down syndrome child physical therapist had a great idea to get this book it's an excellent
resource book answers plenty of questions enables you to feel more secure Five Stars Excellent
Five Stars Nothing every thing was perfect Five Stars A very helpful book for just about any
parents with a particular baby Great reference for PTs and parents with Children with Straight
down Syndrome. My girl with Down Syndrome is now 2 and this reserve has been an extremely
good source of info. Plenty of great ideas, in addition to explaining the "typical development" of
children who've Down Syndrome. Great printing, nice size, not too big. This is a paperback, so it's
not too heavy. The "bible" of physical therapy Children with Straight down syndrome frequently
have low muscle tissue tone (hypotonia) and increased flexibility which can affect overall gross
motor development. There are various issues that parents need to be conscious of if the
youngster has hypotonia. It gives a break down of each . Our favorite in the series I purchased all
of the Woodbine books for kids with Down Syndrome. Great reserve I definitely reccommend!
Five Stars Great reference for parents and therapists. Great reference book for parents Great for
both physical therapists and for parents of a kid with Downey syndrome. As a physical therapist,
I recommend this reserve to families. Even the way you hold your baby can affect his gross
motor development... As a physical therapist, this is a great publication. It gives a break down of
each stage of advancement and specific activities with detailed instructions. Some things I
currently knew, but it offered me some new ideas! It really is written in order that parents can
understand the reserve to. She provides great photos and uses family friendly language to
mention her ideas. this is an excellent book. Great ideas for electric motor skills Pat Winders has
exceptional ideas and obvious descriptions of how exactly to assist kids with Straight down
Syndrome in developing their electric motor skills. This book presents excellent ways to teach
motor abilities as the child progresses. I now have a new baby baby (who does not need DS), and
I discover myself referring back to the early chapters once again to get tips of methods to help
his development. This book shows how exactly to encourage and maximize a child's gross motor
development - mind control, rolling, seated, cruising, walking, kicking, jumping - from infancy to
age group six. I must say this is the one that I have used most often. It is written as a
professional reference, so you have to expect that if you decide to obtain it. I've kept it handy
days gone by two years and generally find myself discussing it. Several ideas apply not only to
kids with DS, but to various other children with low tone and/or muscles weakness. Pat Winders
has written the "bible" of physical therapy for kids with Down syndrome. Question-want ebook
format of the book Love this publication really helpful but will it can be found in ebook format?
Excellent step-by-step Our girl has DS and is having some GMS issues. However, this reserve
provides instruction on how to progress to each stage toward strolling. The therpist we use has
began to instruct us on some of these techniques, but our daughter was already through them,
so it's keeping her ahead of the video game. I've heard a whole lot about Patricia Winders, and I
wouldn't hesitate to buy various other books of hers as well. It contains useful info for parents,
therapists, and teachers. Great book for parents who feel lost or have questions ...Great book.
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